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Motion sensors for
digital media control







Add interactives to museum exhibits



Create new musical instruments



Prototype and measure user-product interaction



Develop new game controllers



Control audiovisual effects with gestures



Capture and research human movements



Create new controls for the handicapped



Tinker with sensors and actuators



Experiment with biofeedback



Teach about human-computer interaction



Sync theatrical acting with audiovisuals
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                        Wi-microDig

                        


                  



		
	 
                  For all Wi-microDig users on MacOS: We just released Connect 1.7.0.4 for MacOS which fixes the "Add Wi-microDig" feature. Now you can add your Wi-microDig again to the list of devices in Connect. 



PS recent neat new feature: Connect for MacOS allows you to control/configure the Wi-microDig with OSC messages (using the Connect OSC input feature).



                  







                  	 
                  	 
                        06 Jun 2023

	 
                        New iCube & oCube externals for Max

                        


                  



		
	 
                  We've updated the iCube and oCube externals for Max to version 8.30. Last month after finally updating them to Apple silicon we realized they needed more work. So we ploughed ahead to make them fully compatible with the latest Firmware 8.30, and improved and expanded their feature set. The help patches were revamped majorly too: they make it a breeze to get started building your interactive media application. The iCube help patch includes a handy sensor data explorer, allowing you to view any I-CubeX sensor data in a chart. Give us a shout and let us know what you think of these new toys !



                  







                  	 
                  	 
                        09 May 2023

	 
                        Unity

                        


                  



		
	 
                  We've added a page about Unity with an example of how to use I-CubeX for the control of Unity assets via OSC messages, which can be sent wirelessly by the WiDig via WiFi. Try it out and let us know what you think !

                  







                  	 
                  	 
                        05 May 2023

	 
                        Apple silicon

                        


                  



		
	 
                  We've finally released recompiled versions of the iCube and oCube externals for Max that support Apple silicon. EditorX, Link and SensePlay were also updated with these new externals. So sorry for the long delay - finally you don't have to run under Rosetta anymore when running these software programs. 
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                        Getting more control out of a sensor

                        


                  



		
	 
                  The video below will show you in 4 examples how to make use of some of the new features such as ghost mode and value skipping so that one sensor can be used to capture multiple gestures, and map these to different MIDI messages.



 



Important: Your WiDig must run Firmware version 8.30 and be used with Connect 1.7.0.1 (or higher) and EditorX 8.30, all released on 1 May 2023 (or later).
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